Model

GSV 40+

GSV 58

Capacity

40 / 44 m3

58 m3

Total size (LxWxH)

8.8 x 2.5 x 3.9 m

11.2 x 2.5 x 3.9 m

Axles load, Emty

5.800 kg

8.800 kg

Towing eye load, Emty

500 kg

2.200 kg

Total weight, Emty

6.300 kg

11.000 kg

Axles Load, Max.

18.000 kg

24.000 kg

Towing eye load, Max.

2.570 kg

4.800 kg

Total wight

20.570 kg

28.800 kg

Load capacity

14.270 kg

17.800 kg

Suspended pully

Standard, Hydraulic

Standard, Hydraulic

Axle distance

1.500 mm

-

Axles / turnable
Aksels dimension - Nav

2/1
130x130mm -10 hole

3/2
Cidra - 10 hole

Chassis

Suspended bogie

Hydraulic tridem

Moveable chassis

Standard

-

Std. Wheel type

600/55 - R22.5”

620/55 - R26.5”

Deep tailgate

Extra

Extra

Hydraulically tiltable frontgate

Standard

Standard

Fork-controlled swivel shaft

Extra

2 stk. is standard

Ball coupling

Extra

Extra

Other tires options

Ask

Ask

Hydraulic support-foot

Standard

Standard

Back light and Working light

Standard

Standard

LED side marker

Standard

Standard

GSV Video

GSV Leaflet
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Fast unloading

For several years, Thyregod has provided Danish and
international customers with a large variety of trailers.
We always work in close contact with the enduser in
order to ensure developing top-grade products.

The 80mm loading platform is conical and the tiltable front gate is ensuring problem free unloading. With
upgraded oil-motors and 70mm axles ensure enough power for the unloadiing. Hydsralically locking system
on the tailgate is standard on GSV58.

Simpel transmission
The unloading is handled by 2
Kohlswa 74 conveyor chain. The chain
is driven by the center located transmission. The GSV trailers is equipped
with hydraulically bumpers with upward system, which is automatically
working tohgether with the tailgate..

High visibility
Backlight, marking lights and position
light is all of the type LED. LED is
known for longer live of living and more visibility in the trafic. The GSV trailers is equipped with workinglight inside the trailers, on the frontgate and as
reversing llight. All this is to secure
the long days!

GSV 58 - Hydraulic tridem
GSV58 is equipped with fully hydraulically chassis. The front– and back
warded axles is force controlled and
the front warded axle can be adjusted in height. The height of the trailer can be adjusted induvidually
sideays and the force-control can be
used manually. 620/55-R26.5 tires is
standard on the GSV58.

Strong genes.

GSV 40+ Suspended bogie

Extra capacity

GSV40+ is equipped with bogie-axles,
where the back warded tires is follow
-steered and lockable. The chassis can
manually be adjusted in the direction
of driving to custoimize the weight
on pully. 600/55-R22.5 tires is standard. 710/50-R26.5 is option.

The GSV trailers is equipped with
hydraulically frontgate witch is tilting
inside the trailer when unloading.Both trailers can be delivered
with an deep tailgate witch increase
the capacity by 3m3. The GSV40+
can be delivered with elevation sites
witch increase the capacity by 3m3.

All the chassis is build on 6mm hight
strength steel. This is giving the wellknown strength and lower weight.
The GSV trailers is equipped with
strong twin-working hydraulic support-legs on the suspended pully. The
pully is adjustable in height.

